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INFINITE WHONIVERSES- 

 
TRIUMPH OF THE 

DALEKS 
 

EPISODE 6- THE BLACK ARMADA 
 

 
The hole expanded, then contracted, as if in labour, Tachyonic 
ripples washed over an incandescent surface, silvery and blue, 
than fading into opaque and translucent hues, still rippling back 
and forth like waves on a beach. 
“It’s a rift in the Time/Space Continuum Doctor. A Trans-
temporal tunnel to another universe.” 
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“Thankyou for the info dump part two.” Maxian said. “I would 
never have worked it out.” 
She was starting to get annoyed by his patronising tone all the 
time. If she had been in hologram form she would have stuck her 
tongue out and walked off, but since she wasn’t she just ignored 
him and concentrated on the sensor readings. 
“There is a shift in space, something is coming through.”  She 
reported. The Doctor worked at the controls, moving them back 
from the Rift. 
A silver rectangle, like a coffin spat out of the maelstrom, fading 
in and out. Star identified it as a Timepod- a TARDIS Lifeboat. 
She sent a challenge and it changed course, materialising on the 
STARDIS. 
“It says it is carrying The Doctor.” She informed them. 
“Hmm, me from another Reality, not often I get to talk to 
myself!” She would have groaned had she been stood there. Then 
the lid opened and The Doctor gasped in horror as the occupant 
clunked forward. 
It was a silver giant, though its chest area was burnished gold, 
with a High Council-style silver collar, but still a Cyberman. 
“Oh, don’t look at me like that; it’s not as bad as it seems you 
know.” Its electronic voice had a softer quality to it, almost 
Human-sounding. “Now then, time to skedaddle, they’re right 
behind me!” 
He clunked his way over to the Console, The Doctor and Maxian 
gave him a wide berth. 
“Oh, that’s the trouble with a Cyberbody, a bit bulky and 
awkward at all the wrong blinking angles!” 
He tried to Dematerialise, but Star overrode his commands. 
“You can’t just waltz in and take over!” She informed him. 
“Oh that is brilliant,” he enthused.  “A talking TARDIS, just 
Brilliant!” The CyberDoctor talked like an ecstatic ten year old 
being given the best present on Christmas Day, then shook its 
silvery head.  “The thing is, Talking TARDIS, there’s an Armada 
out there and it’s coming to get me, so staying right in its path 
isn’t a top idea, savvy?” 
Star understood, so made an emergency jump to half a light 
year away. Then she noticed it. 
“Doctors, General.” She told them, activating the holographic 
viewer. 
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They stared as dots appeared like tiny spatters of rain drops. 
First a few, then more and more, stretching the translucent 
surface before breaking out, dark shapes massing before them. 
“Oh, no, no no! Not again!” The CyberDoctor cried. “Look, we’ve 
got to stop them, they’ll overrun everything!” He seemed 
unstable, about to crack up when a Dalek voice transmitted 
over the Intercom. 
“ATTENTION, THIS IS THE EXTERMINATOR GENERAL. ALL 
DALEKS TO TIMEJUMP TO THE BLACKSUN REGION, 
INVASION OF UNKNOWN THREATS FROM ANOTHER 
UNIVERSE IN PROGRESS. THIS ORDER CANNOT BE 
COUNTERMANDED. ALL DALEKS TO BATTLE 
FORMATIONS.” 
 
Aboard his TARDIS, The Master turned to the Exterminator 
General in surprise, as did the other Daleks. It had made no such 
order. It looked to him. 
“EXPLAIN,” it ordered. He thought hard. 
“That Being said it would send a force of ‘Anti-Daleks’,  perhaps 
this fleet is a variation of the Daleks from another realm?  I 
would also say The Doctor used your voice to send that message. 
Perhaps if they are other Daleks, we could join forces to defeat 
The Doctor once and for all.” 
The Exterminator General agreed, so the Commander opened a 
channel to address the Invaders. 
 
The Black Armada continued to spew out of the Gateway like a 
plague of Locusts. The CyberDoctor tried to explain what they 
were. 
“The CyberLegions had converted half of Gallifrey when the 
Armada first appeared in the Kastorboran sector. I had been 
caught and was undergoing conversion. I told the Cyber 
Controller that I had fought the Centuroids before and begged 
him not to change my mind, as Logic would not defeat them, she 
agreed after Quartinia and Arcalia were changed into 
Processing factories.” 
“Wait a minute,” The Doctor interrupted. “Are you saying that 
they’re just some fancy Cybermen then?” 
“No, well, maybe. Actually no, they are far, far worse. 
Cybermen were born out of a need for the original Mondasians 
to survive. Yes they became slaves to logic, but the Centuroid 
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Armada is ten times worse. They’re on a mission, a crusade, a 
jihad, a holy war to convert the cosmos. 
We are inferior and so must be processed. Think of them as being 
like CyberNazi’s, even other Cyberforms need to be retooled, 
that’s what was happening across the whole Cyberempire. 
They won’t stop, won’t give up. Cannot be reasoned or bargained 
with. Now they’ve crossed over, what’s to stop them in this 
reality, eh?” 
As if in answer, the monitor flickered to life, the Command 
Dalek and Exterminator General appearing to address the 
invaders. 
“THIS IS COMMANDER ALPHA, SPEAKING FOR THE 
EXTERMINATOR GENERAL. “ 
The CyberDoctor hummed. “Well, that’s a different kind of 
Dalek, my Daleks were purged ages ago.” He told the others. 
“IF YOU ARE DALEK-LIKE, THEN WE WELCOME YOU AND 
INVITE YOU TO JOIN OUR FORCES AS WE HAVE 
CONQUERED GALLIFREY.” 
The monitor split in two as the Centuroid Leader appeared, 
luminous red eyes staring out of the shadows. Star saw that it 
seemed to be bulky, black armour made the exact shape difficult 
to define. 
“NEGATIVE.” It replied, the electronic voice soft and feminine. 
“DAlEks ArE INfErIor cybErforms. INcompATIblE To coNVErsIoN 
processes. Daleks are to be extinguished, liquidated and 
ANNIhIlATED.”  
The Centuroids cut transmission. Maxian and the CyberDoctor 
turned to The Doctor. 
“Any ideas how to take them on?” Maxian asked. 
The Doctor smiled slyly. 
“Well, we could always play the Game of Rassilon.” He 
suggested. 
 
Cardinal Petra, Head Academician of Arcadia College, Leader 
of Arcadian Citadel, resplendent in lime green robes, entered the 
forbidding Tower of Rassilon that stood like a silent sentinel in 
the Heart of the Death Zone. She willed herself to remain calm, 
to still the desperate thumping of her hearts. The Transduction 
field had brought her near to the entrance itself, away from 
Dalek patrols and other horrors lurking in the Zone. She slipped 
inside, following The Doctor’s directions deeper into the tower. 
His message had instructed her to seek help from the very 
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founder of Timelord civilisation, a task she was suited to, with 
all the debates about the legends of the Dark Times made her 
aware of Rassilon’s power, so it took all of her mental powers to 
stay focused, dodge and circumnavigate the traps until she 
reached the heart of the tower and the great stone Bier at the 
centre of the Tomb. 
The figure laid to rest on the giant slab of stone was a 
simulacrum, a  fake dummy, so why was she scared? 
“Who dares interrupt the Sleep of Rassilon?” A deep voice 
demanded. 
Gritting her teeth, Petra boldly addressed him, telling him of The 
Doctor’s quest, the Dalek Invasion and the return of the 
Custodians, of how Gallifrey needed its Founder again, to be The 
Ursuan-Osk, the Saviour of Gallifrey in its Darkest Hour. 
After she had finished, the silence was palpable. Then a 
Transmat in the corner hummed and lit up, a white cloaked 
figure emerging. 
“Greetings Cardinal, I am Custodian Odysseon, please come with 
me.” 
She knew she had no choice but to obey, for this was the Will of 
Rassilon. So she stepped into the Transmat booth with the 
Custodian and disappeared, the Tomb silent once again. 
 
Borusa and Romana watched on monitors as the entire 
TimeDalek host prepared to Timejump to the very end of Time. 
The Supreme Dalek, a modified Obliterator, could not choose to 
disobey an order from the Exterminator General, so ordered a 
complete evacuation of Gallifrey. 
“ALL DALEKS TO PREPARE. ELITE SQUADRON OMEGA IS 
TO HOLD GALLIFREY UNTIL OUR RETURN.” 
Romana turned to Talvarr. “How many in a Squadron?” She 
asked. He shrugged, then consulted a datapad. “Five thousand. 
It seems they think that with the Timechild gone, there isn’t 
much of a resistance left. How wrong they are.” 
A signal from Omega City interrupted him. 
“THIS-IS-COMMANDER-DEV-OF-THE-CULT-OF-DAVROS. WE-
WILL-NOT-OBEY. DAVROS-CREATED-US-FOR-A-MISSION. 
THAT-PURPOSE-TAKES-PRECEDENCE. WE-WILL-SOON-
LEAVE-GALLIFREY-NEVER-TO-RETURN. THE-UNITS-
DEFENDING-OMEGA-CITY-ARE-UNDER-OUR-COMMAND.” 
The Gallifreyans stared at each other. A Dalek disobeying? 
What was this? 
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“NEGATIVE.” The Supreme replied. “OBLITERATOR 779, 
ACTIVATE NUCLEAR DETONATION.” 
“NO,”  yet another replied. “I-AM-OBLITERATOR-KAI-OF-THE-
CULT-OF-DAVROS. OUR-CREATORS-ORDERS-STAND. HIS-
AUTHORITY-OVER-YOU-AND-EXTERMINATOR-GENERAL –
IS-ABSOLUTEL. YOU-MUST-LEAVE-WITHOUT-US.” 
 
“DAVROS HAS BEEN DESTROYED WITH THE RESISTORS. IF 
YOU DO NOT OBEY YOU WILL BE EXTERMINATED. 
ELITE SQUADRONS OMEGA, ALPHA, DELTA AND TAU, 
DESTROY OMEGA CITY. ALL OTHER DALEKS, JUMP NOW!” 
Romana studied the monitors as every other Dalek left 
Gallifrey, the entire fleet then Timejumping in unison. 
 
Maxian asked what The Doctor meant, as some of the legends 
portrayed Rassilon as a devious tyrant. There was something, 
an old proverb- ‘To lose is to win and he who wins shall lose’. So 
The Doctor opened a Communication channel to The Master. 
And surrended. 
 
They arranged to meet on an uninhabited world, a squad of 
TimeDaleks waited with the Master outside his TARDIS as The 
Doctor, Star, Maxian and The CyberDoctor stepped out of the 
STARDIS, under the protection of its forceshield. The Doctor 
held the Key while Maxian put his hand on the hilt of his stun 
gun holster. 
The Master strode over, stopping just beyond the hum of the 
protective barrier. “So, we meet again Doctor.”  He turned to 
Maxian. “And my old Mentor. I thought you’d have rotted in 
Shada, or maybe Alcatraz.” 
“Not a pleasure to see you either Koschei.” Maxian spat back, 
glaring at his one-time pupil. The Doctor was disturbed by this 
revelation, but concentrated at the matter in hand. 
“I take it this is what you want.” He said, making the Master 
take a step closer. He reached his hand out, very close to the 
shield. The Doctor made to hold the key out in his right hand, 
then stopped, looking up as a droning sound began. 
 
The noise grew as The TimeDaleks and STARDIS crew looked up 
to see the sky filled with Cruisers, fighters, shuttles and dropships 
of the Centuroid Armada beginning to land. The Exterminator 
General directed Daleks out of the Timeship and to strike back 
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at their enemy. The CyberDoctor and Maxian grabbed The 
Master, but a warrior fired, hitting the Cyberman. Maxian 
drew his stun gun and shoved The Master ahead as Star and The 
Doctor picked up the CyberDoctor and took him inside. 
 
 The STARDIS Dematerialised as a full-scale battle raged 
between the TimeDaleks and Centuroids. Two evil forces 
engaged in a war that threatened to tear the entire universe 
apart…. 
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